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Obama Administration Focus on Mfg. Policy
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The National Network for Manufacturing Innovation
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Building Out the NNMI Network
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"Smart manufacturing” will generate $371 billion in net 

global value over the next 4 years: by 1) creating value from 

data and 2) streamlining design processes, factory 

operations, and supply chain risks. (IDC)
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Engineering processes like design, testing, and

optimization can only go so fast in the physical world.

 Autodesk’s Project Dreamcatcher: “ Algorithmically generated”  

design software allows designers to generate designs based on a 

list of material and performance requirements.

 Airbus and Boeing use such “ generative design”  modeling and 

simulation tools.

Smart Manufacturing & Smart Design
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 By 2020, somewhere from 26 to 50 billion “things” connected to 

the Internet.

 Cost of sensor technologies have declined 100X last 10 years.

 In the past three years, the number of sensors shipped has 

increased more than five times from 4.2 billion in 2012 to 23.6 

billion in 2014.

The Internet of Things (IoT)
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Mfg. Poised to See Biggest Gains from IoT

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, The Internet of Things: Mapping the Value Beyond the Hype
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The Internet of Things & Manufacturing

 IoT applications in mfg. and factory settings 

expected to generate $1.2 to $3.7 trillion of 

economic value annually by 2025.

 IoT will revolutionize manufacturing processes.

 IoT will revolutionize manufactured products and 

product systems.
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IoT and Manufacturing Processes

IoT will generate 4 primary forms of value in terms 

of manufacturing processes:

1. Supply Chain Management;

2. Operating Efficiency;

3. Predictive Maintenance;

4. Inventory Optimization.
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 IoT can help manufacturers better manage their supply chains.

 BMW: Knows the real-time status of all machines producing all 

parts/components from all suppliers going into vehicles.

 Toyota: Reduces recalls by knowing exactly what machine 

produced which components of which vehicles.

 HP: Integrates network analysis and data visualization into its 

supply chain management and monitoring; has reduced the 

time for supply chain management projects by up to 50%.

IoT and Supply Chain Management
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IoT and Manufacturing Operating Efficiency

 IoT provides manufacturers a comprehensive view of 

what’s occurring at every point in the production 

process and helps make real-time adjustments.

 Will increase manufacturing productivity by 10-25%. 

 Producing up to $1.8 trillion in global economic value 

by 2025.
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Explosion of low-cost sensor technologies has made every 

manufacturing process and component a potential data source.

 Ford: Placed sensors on virtually every piece of production 

equipment at its River Rouge facility.

 GM: Uses sensors to monitor humidity conditions during 

vehicle painting; if unfavorable, the work piece is moved 

elsewhere in plant or ventilation systems adjusted.

IoT and Manufacturing Operating Efficiency

 Raytheon: Keeps track of how many times a screw has been 

turned in its factories.

 Merck: Improves vaccines by conducting up to 15 billion 

calculations to determine what environmental and process 

factors influence quality of final product.
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 Monitor the status of production equipment in real-time.

 Intel: Uses predictive modeling to anticipate failures, prioritize 

inspections, and cut monitoring costs, save $3M.

 Ford: Downstream machines can detect if work pieces they 

receive are off in a particular minute dimension, indicating 

possible problems in upstream machines.

 GE “ Brilliant Factories”  initiative doubled production of defect-

free dishwashers and washing machines.

IoT and Predictive Maintenance
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 IoT expected to reduce factory equipment maintenance costs by 

up to 40%.

 Expected to reduce equipment downtime by up to 50% and is 

expected to reduce capital equipment investment costs 5%.

 Generating economic value of $630B annually by 2025.

IoT and Predictive Maintenance
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 IoT helps manufacturers better manage inventory.

 Wurth USA: Developed an “ iBins”  system that uses intelligent 

camera technology to monitor the fill level of a supply box and 

wirelessly transmit the data to an inventory management system 

that automatically reorders supplies.

 IoT can drive inventory optimization measures that can save 20 

to 50% of factory inventory carrying costs.

IoT and Inventory Optimization
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 Safety: IoT applied to devices and workers (e.g., badges) can 

alert or even halt equipment if in too close of proximity.

 Leveraging data on factory equipment for usage-based design 

(improve equipment performance or reduce parts needed.)

Other IoT Apps. In Mfg. Processes
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IoT & Smart Manufactured Products

All “smart products” share three key components:

1. Physical components: E.g., Mechanical and 

electrical parts.

2. Smart components: E.g., sensors, microprocessors, 

data storage, controls, software, an embedded 

operating system, and a digital user interface.

3. Connectivity components: E.g., Wireless 

connectivity, ports, antennas, etc.
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Source: HBR, How Smart Connected Products are Transforming Competition,

http://www.memex.ca/wp-content/uploads/A100129-How-Smart-Connected-Products-Are-Transforming-Competition.pdf

Maturity Scale for Smart Manufactured Products
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 Design and Product Development:

 The mindset of those who design products will have to 

change from designing a product to designing products that 

operate within systems.

 Product development will shift from being largely mechanical 

engineering to true interdisciplinary systems engineering.

Designing Smart Manufactured Products
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 Low-Cost Variability: The software in smart, connected products 

can make variability far cheaper.

John Deere: Previously manufactured multiple versions of 

engines with differing horsepower levels, now it can alter        the 

horsepower of standard engines with software alone.

 Evergreen Design: Continually upgrading of existing products.

ABB Robotics: Industrial machines can be remotely 

monitored and adjusted by end users during operation.

Tesla: Has put an “ autopilot”  system in its cars with the 

intention of enhancing the system’s capabilities over time 

through remote software updates.

Design Implications for Smart Mfg. Products
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 Product Servification – Selling Products as a Service (PAAS)

Rolls Royce: Sell “ power by the hour”

GE Aircraft Engines: Sell “ guaranteed thrust”

Johnson Controls: Sell “ chilled air at 72º”  

 Product design/data capture essential for PAAS models

Xerox’s Managed Print Services:

Turns a fixed cost into a variable cost for customers; has helped 

clients like P&G reduce paper use by 40% and cut costs 25%.

Added sensors on the photoreceptor drum, feeder output tray, 

and toner cartridges to enable accurate accounting.

Business Model Implications
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Moving From Smart Products to Smart Systems

Source: HBR, How Smart Connected Products are Transforming Competition
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Country Smart Manufacturing Policy/Program Investment Level

Austria R&D projects associated with Industry 4.0 €250/$300 Million

China

Made in China 2025 Program

Implementation Plan for the 2016 Intelligent 

Manufacturing Pilots Special Project

“Enormous”

Germany

To help industry associations, research institutes, 

and companies create Industry 4.0 implementation 

strategies.

€200/$300 Million

United Kingdom

High-Value Manufacturing Catapult, a network of 

seven advanced manufacturing technology institutes, 

including a Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC).

£140/$220 Million (Over next 

5 years)

European Union
Horizon 2020 allocates funds for “leadership in 

deploying key enabling and industrial technologies.”

€16B/$23B (Total seven 

years to 2020)

United States

2 Related NNMIs – Digital Manufacturing and Design 

Innovation Institute (DMDII) and New Smart 

Manufacturing Institute

$140M in federal funds,

matched 2:1

Countries’ Smart Manufacturing Policies
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Why Countries Need a National IoT Strategy

1. IoT Suffers from Market Failures and Externality Effects

E.g., Accrual of societal benefits depend on the broad adoption 

of IoT-enabled solutions (thermostats/health). 

E.g., Competitiveness Externalities

2. IoT Suffers from “ Chicken-and-Egg”  Challenges

E.g., The success of many IoT apps depends on the success of 

complementary technologies/systems (e.g., energy/transit).

3. Interoperability and Standards-Setting Issues

E.g. Governments have an important coordinating role to play 

in developing large-scale deployments of sensor networks and 

smart infrastructure that spans multiple jurisdictions.
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Why Countries Need a National IoT Strategy

4. Workforce/Human Capital Gaps

“ By 2018, U.S. will face a shortage of up to 190,000 workers 

well-educated in data science and 1.5 million managers and 

analysts able to use data to make better decisions.”

Two-thirds of businesses say they lack “ the human capital

needed to effectively use new data.”

5. Ensuring adequate radio spectrum and coherent regulatory 

approach.
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Countries’ National IoT Strategies
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What Should National IoT Policies Address?

Source: Dan Castro and Josh New, Center for Data Innovation, Why Countries Need National Strategies for the Internet of Things
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Source: Dan Castro and Josh New, Center for Data Innovation, Why Countries Need National Strategies for the Internet of Things
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Source: Dan Castro and Josh New, Center for Data Innovation, Why Countries Need National Strategies for the Internet of Things
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What Should National IoT Policies Address?

Source: Dan Castro and Josh New, Center for Data Innovation, Why Countries Need National Strategies for the Internet of Things
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